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Abstract---A50mm boresuperconductingdipolewitha yoke,usedtomaximizeandtoshapethemagneti:field,also
thin stainless steel collar and a close in elliptical iron yoke has structuralfunctions:com_ force is Iransfm'n_to the
was designedinordertoobtaina hightransferfunctionand coilsviatheyokeandtheLorentzforcesare_ by the
low saturationeffects on the multipoles, and a one meter yoke. The yoke consists of laminations glued together in
modelwasbuiltandtested.TrainingbehaviorofthefirstI m 102mm thickblocks.
model,calledDI9,ispresentedat4.3K and1.8K.At 1.8K
itreachedtherecordfieldof 10.06T. The two layercos0 s.s.S,eLL
windinguses30and36strand(:abiesidenticaltothecablesof A,spAo,,
the 50 mm bore SSC dipole and it has an operatingfield of A, a,_
6.6T at4.35K witha currentof5800 A. To evaluate A,tOLLer
behaviorathighfields,themechanicalstructureforthemodel
wasdesignedforl0T.The thincollaritselfprovidesonlya
minimum prestressof I0 MPa, and thefullprestressof
70 MPa isgivenby theironyoke.An aluminumspaceris
usedtocontrolthegapsizeintheverticallysplitironyoke.
The taperedgap inthe yoke is determinedby the size of the AI
spacer so that during cooldown there is no loss of coil
prestress and the gap remains closed when the magnet is
energized.

L INTRODUCHON sbr,co,Ls
$. $. COLLAR

The superconducting dipole DI9 (Figures 1-2) has 20 ,ao, _,oKs
turns in the inner layer and 29 turns in the outer layer. The _'o_eaAP
cable is identical to thatof the SSC Collider Dipole Magnet,
having30 strandsin the innercable and36 strandsin theouter
cable; cable parametersare shown in Table 1. The cable is Figure 1:DI9 cross section
insulated with 0.1 mm thick kapton tape coatedon one side
with about 5gm of B-stage epoxy. After winding the coils
with a cable tension of 300 N and curingthem, 6500 N axial
tension was applied to the coils using the windingmandrel. .,
Collars were then put into piace and the mandrel releasedso
that the axial coil tension is mantainedby axial compression
of the collars through the collar pole pieces and the winding
poles. The collars are thencompressedradially in a press and
interlockedby inserting the keys. The keys ate taperedwith a
negative angle to lock them into place. The stainless steel
Nitronic40 collar consists of two symmewicpieces assembled
inpacksof 90 laminations,each1.37mm thick,which /
provide complete pole support (ends included) to the coils /
along the length of the magneLThe collar is designed to apply f
a prestressof 10 MPa.

The collared coils are then positioned between the two
halves of the iron yoke separatedby the Al bars. The iron
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For the 1 m model D19, the yoke is supportedby a 35 sextupole from low currentto theoperatingcurrentof 5800 A
mm thick Al ring and collet structure. We selected the and field of 6.6 T. With the 165 mm yoke outer radius,
ring-coilet supon system for its convenience and flexibility in similar to that of the SSC dipole, there is a decreasein
this one-meter model. However, for acceleratorapplications, sextupoleat high currentwhen the flux startsleaking out the
the external support could be provided by a shell that is yokt_D19 has an ellipticity of 1.14 and a change in sextupole
squeezed against the yoke usinga press and welded;A model of -0.8 units at 6.6 T due to saturationin the yoke. The close-
experiment shows that structuralbehaviorwould be identical, in designallows the yoke to be nearthe coils at the mid plane
The collets areplaced over the yoke and the rings arepressed and thus to maximizeits contributionto the central field while
into place one at a time; since the rings and coUets have a the saturationeffect on the sextupole is minimized with the
taper angle of 2" and an interference of 0.71 mm with the ellipticity. This results in a wansfer function of 1.138.10- 3
yoke, this drives the collets against the yoke which _ T/A, 12% higher than the 50 mm bore SSC dipole with
the gap and compresses the collars and coil. As the gap is identical cable. Although the principle of shaping the iron
decreasedthe keys become unloaded,andthe entirecoil loadis apertureto control the saturationeffect is not new [2], to our
assumed by the external rings; the collars then serve as knowledge, this is the firstacceleratormagnet built thatway.
spacers.The coil prestressincreasesuntil the two halvesof the The operatingand short-samplecurrentsat 4.35 K and 1.9 K
yoke contact the Al bars; the yoke gap and coil prestressare are shown in Table 2 [3]. The calculatedload lines and the
determinedby the size of the AI spacers. At this stage the shortsamplecurves areshown in Figure 3; the cenwal field is
coils have a prestress of 70 MPa. The difference in thermal limited to 7.64 T at 4.35 K by the inner cable with a current
contraction coefficient between the ring, yoke, and coils of 6910 A. At 1.9 K the maximum calculatedfield is 9.83 T
allows the yoke gap to close duringcooldown and keeps the with 9400 A. At 6.6 T and 5800 A the maximum teanperatm_
coil prestress constant. In this way the use of unnecessarily is 5.17 K. The stored energy is 100 kJ/m at 6.6 T.
high coil prestress at room temperature, that could cause
electrical shorts and creep in the coils, is avoided. Since the Table2. D19 DesignParameters
Lorenlz forces at 10 T unload the yoke gap without opening D19 Cenlral Max. Field
it, the magnet structure is very stiff and the deformations FieldCE) Conductor(T)
small.70 MPa coilpresumespreventsseparationbetweenthe
coilsandthecollarwhen themagnetisenergizedtoI0T. A 5800A @ 4.35K 6,6 6.91
4.8mm stainlesssteelshellwas weldedaroundtheringover OperatingCurrent
thelengthofthemagnettoprovideaxialstiffnessandcarry 6910A @ 4.35K 7.64 8.02
the axial Lorentz load. The ends were preloaded at room Max.CurrentExpected ....
temperaturewith a 27 kN axialcompressive load. 9400 A @ 1.9 KMax. 9.83 10.38

CurrentExl_:ted
A mechanicallysimilar50 mm boretwolayerdipole

designed to provide backgroundfield for a cable test facility A three-dimensionalanalysis with an in-hou_ code was
(D-16B-I) was built and tested at LBL in 1988. Since high usedto compute andmimize the multipolecoefficients in the
fielduniformitywas not required,the magnethadno collarand ends [4]. Inorder toreduce the maximumfield at the cable, the
the iron was placeddirectlyagainst the coils. The magnet first ironyoke is mmcated77.5 mm short of the end of the
quenchedat 7 T with a currentof 6000 A anditreached7.6 T layer swaightsection and a non-magneticstainless steel yoke
at 6600 A. At 1.8 K it reached9.2 T. extends over the ends. The maximum field occurs at the

innermoststrandof the inner layer in the straight section of
Table 1. D19 Cable Parameters the pole mm.

Inner Outer

.Layer Layer 11.0..........................................._........_ /......
iNo. strands 30 36 _ /

:Swanddiameter(mm) 0.808 0.648 10_
[Width(mm) 12.34.... 11.68

Thickness(mm) 1.326 1.054
1.588 1.260 9.0

Cu/Scratio 1.3 , 1.8
Jc(4.22 K, 7 T) (Mmm2) 1716 - =

K0

Jc(4.22 K, 5.6 T) (AJmm2), - 2275

II.MAGNETIC ANALYSIS 7.0

cm_ aeu 4.35K
The magnetic design [1] was done in two steps: an tc,<:zo_ ,

infinite permeability analysis with an analytical code _ ......._ ......._oo0.......9_0.......io_o.......lloooassuming a circular yoke, and a real-iron analysis with the
elliptical yoke using the finite element program POISSON. tc^)
The ellipticity was optimized to reduce the total change in Figure3: Loadlines and shortsample curves



III. MECHANICALANALYSIS providepositive alignmentbecause they aremoving vertically
during the magnet assembly as the collars close. After

The finite element program ANSYS [5] was used to cooldown, alignment in the yoke is guaranteedby the
performthe mechanicalanalysis [6]. The f'miteelementmodel and lower tabs. A finite element analysis has shown that
consists of two layers: the first is magneticand mechanical althoughthe collar is elliptical it is not self-aligning bemuse
and represent one quarterof the magnet cross section; the of its low stiffness.

. second is only mechanical and represents the next count
lamination. The same model was used to perform both a Since the prestress is caused by the relative motion of
magnetic and mechanical analysis in which the magnetic the yoke with respect to the collar, it is very important to

, analysis is used mainly to obtain the Lorentz forces on the reduce the friction to assure the correct coil prestress. The
structure.(By using this method with a more refinedmesh the friction may also oppose the alignment of the collar during
magneto-mechanicalanalysis can be followed by a more cooldown. It may also cause a non-uniform stress in the ring
precise field analysis to compute the effect of the deformed and therefore yielding and loss of prestress during thenn_
geometryon the multipole coefficients [7].) cycles. In orderto redu_ the friction, DI9 has two 0.25 mm

thick stainless steel lubricated sheets between the collars and
The computation is iterative because as the Lorentz the yoke.

forces are applied to the structure and stresses and swains
computed, the interfaceelements status (open or closed) a_e The ends andpartof the straight section of theDI9 coils
changeduntilconvergencyis achieved, are surroundedby collars without pole segments and by

stainlesssteellaminationsidenticalto therestoftheyoke.In
Three dimensional interface elements were used to model orderto compensate for the different thermal shrinkage the

the relative sliding and separation of the different materials yoke gap has been reducedin these laminations by inserting a
inside the magnet. The model contains interfaceelements 0.12 mm thick stainless steel shim.
between the coils, collar, AI bar, yoke and ring, but not
betweenthe wedgesand the coils or between each turnof the
coils because this is believed to be a marginaldetail. The coils Table3. D19 LorentzForces on a Quadrant
are joined to both the collar laminations by interfaces. The D19 6.6 T 10 T
two layersof the collar are interlockedby the keys and by the Fx (N/mm) 1015 2331

pins. Fy (N/mm) -387 -887
Fz (bl) 26800 61500

The assumptionsadopted in the mechanical analysis are
the following: the iron has infinite permeability and no
saturation;all the materials are homogeneous, and linearly Table4. DI9 MechanicalParameters

elastic; the coils areorthotropicand all the other materialsare DI9- magnet magnet magnet magnet
isotropic; the coils have no hysteresis; there is no sliding ring & at at 4 K at 4 K- at 2 K-
between the coils and the copper wedges; there is no friction; collet 300 K 6.6 T 10 T
planestressanalysis is valid.

Ore.plan e -68 -']0 -82 -98

The coil Youngs modulus measuredwith a compression (MPa) i

test done on a stackof ten innercables is 7800 MPa [8]. o topi.e. -72 -73 -50 -20
(MPa)

The goals of the mechanical design of this magnet am
the followings: to have a yoke gap that closes duringthe atop.o.c. -69 -72 -51 -24
cooldown and does not open when the Lorentz forces are (MPa)

0 2328 1951 I_)5 'applied,to minimize stresses and displacements, and to havea Fhalf lap

minimum residualcompression at the poles when the magnet (N/mm)
is energized.The yoke gap must close in orderto increasethe F_dbar 107 157 203 262
stiffness of the whole magnet, so that the Lorentzforcesare
applied to the yoke and not to the ring. (N/mm)

o_s 89 172 172 172
Five load cases were examined: collaredcoils; magnet at (MPa)

room temperature; magnet cooled to 4 K; magnet energized to
10T (8772 A), and magnet energized to 6.6 T (5800 A).

' In Table 3, the Lorentz forces acting on eachblockof
Alignment in the yoke is obtained by means of the lower conductorsin a quadrantof DI9 are shown. At 10 T, the S.S.

anduppercollar tabs. At room temperature,afterthe magnet is collar at the mid plane near the keyway has a radial
" assembled,there is a gap between the tab andthe yoke equal in displacementdue to the Lorentz forces of 36 mm; the radial

size to the yoke gap. This gap is necessaryto allow the yoke displacement of the collar on the vertical axis is -42 mm. In
gap to close during the cooldown. Before the yoke gap closes, Figures 4-5 the diagramsof the azimuthal stress at the pole
initial alignment can be provided by the keyway tabs; and the mid plane of the coils are shown. The mechanical
however, as the gap closes, the keyway tabs can no longer behaviour is summarized in Table 4. At the mid plane the



Lorentz force increases the prestress on the inner coil by IV. TESTING
21 MPa andon tlmouter coilby 37 MPa. At thecoilspoles,
the Lorentzforces decreasetheinnercoil presuess 54 MPaand The 1 m long magnet D19 was tested in a horizontal
the outer coil prestress by 48 MPa. It was considered cryostatat4.35 K and 1.8 K. The traininghistory is shown in
importantto apply enough presuess at assembly so thatwhen Figure 6. At 4.35 K the firstquench was at 98.9 of plateau
the magnet is energized there is at least 20 MPa residual and the plateauof 7.62 T wasreachedon the second quench.In
compressionatthepoletominimizewiremotionthatcould thesecondtestfollowinga warm uptoroomtemperature,the
causetraining, initialquenchwasat94.6%ofplateauwhichwas_ on

" thethirdquench.Therewasno trainingina thirdandfourth
x thermalcycle. At 1.8 K the first quench was as9.42 T, 93.6%

of the 10.01 T plateau, which was reachedin 9 quenches. The
.m rf(MPa) record_eldofI0.06T wasobtainedafterIIquenches.These

innercoil I outercoil re_ts are in agreement with the short sample prediction.The
.,, quenches were located predominantlyin the inner layer pole

mm near the center of the magnet. No end quenches wee
"_ obsexved.

"* _ 4K300K _ Sensitivity to the currentramp rate at 4.35 K betweea
_ ?, 200-1200 A/s is shown. Quench current was greater than

. , / : in  .onw= in4' _ ,_"-'_.6 T the design calculations which explains an offset of 8 units in
.:.. 10T '/ the low currentmultipoles. Figure 7 shows the variation

sextupole vs. current as built calculation and measured.
.u, Similarly the transfer function and decapole are shown in

Figures8-9. We believe thedifferenceat currentbelow 5 ira is
-= probablydue to presence of a weak ferromagnetismthat we

-m . ,..r ( m haveobservedin theellipticalcollars;however,thiswill be
, I _.=,_ Lm.,J t,.=,mi _.=_,J _,.m=, ver_ed withadditionaltests.

m.Om4f& 0._ ' O.lllt,q_ O.or/'JlU O.OH_

oxsx_ 25% of the Lorentzend load was measuredbearing
directlyon the end plates that directlysupport the coils ends;

Figure4: pressuredistributionon the coils mid plane the remaining75% istransfered directly to the shell through
the ringandcoilet structure,bypassing theend plates.
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Trainingbehavioris good. Also, it demonstratesthata tapered
yoke gap that closes during cooldown, controlled by an
aluminum spacer, can be used to maintain constant coil
prestress.The magnet is able to withstand the Lorentzforces
at 10T and will be usedto testcoils wound with new typesof
cables.
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